
SUMMARY

We have studied the possibility of energy transfer from glacial
forcing to the Earth's interior via viscous dissipation of the
transient flow. We applied our initial-value approach to the
modelling of viscoelastic relaxation of spherical compressible
self-gravitating Earth models with a linear viscoelastic
Maxwellian rheology. We have focussed on the magnitude of
deformations, stress tensor components and corresponding
dissipative heating for glaciers of Laurentide extent and cyclic
loading with a fast unloading phase of various lengths.

We have surprisingly found that this kind of heating can
represent a non-negligible internal energy source with exogenic
origin.The volumetric heating by fast deformation can be locally
higher than the chondritic radiogenic heating during peak
events. In the presence of an abrupt change in the ice-loading,
the time average of the integral of the heating over the depth
corresponds to equivalent mantle heat flow of milliwatts per m2

below the periphery of ancient glaciers or below their central
areas. However, peak heat-flow values in time are by about
two orders of magnitude higher. Note that nonlinear
rheological models can potentially increase the magnitude of
localized viscous heating.

To illustrate the spatial distribution of the viscous heating for
various Earth and glacier models, we have invoked the 3-D
visualization system Amira (http://www.amiravis.com). Our file
format allows us to animate effectively time evolution of data
fields on a moving curvilinear mesh, which spreads over outer
and inner mantle boundaries and vertical mantle cross-
sections.

EQUATIONS

In calculating viscous dissipation, we are not interested in the
volumetric deformations as they are purely elastic in our
models and no heat is thus dissipated during volumetric
changes. Therefore we have focussed only on the shear
deformations. The Maxwellian constitutive relation (Peltier,
1974) rearranged for the shear deformations takes the form

∂ τS / ∂ t = 2 µ ∂ eS / ∂ t – µ / η τS ,
where

τS = τ – K div u I ,      eS = e – ⅓ div u I ,
τ, e and I  are the stress, deformation and identity tensors,
respectively, and u is the displacement vector. This equation
can be rewritten as the sum of elastic and viscous contributions
to the total deformation,

 ∂ eS / ∂ t = 1 / (2 µ) ∂ τS / ∂ t +  τS  / (2 η)
      = ∂ eS

el / ∂ t + ∂ eS
vis / ∂ t .

The rate of mechanical energy dissipation φ (cf. Joseph, 1990,
p. 50) is then

 φ  =  τS : ∂ eS
vis / ∂ t =  (τS : τS) / (2 η) .

To obtain another view of the magnitude of dissipative heating,
we introduce the quantity

qm(θ) = ∫CMB
a φ(r, θ) r2 dr / a2 ,

where a is the Earth‘s radius. qm can be formally considered as
an „equivalent mantle heat flow“ due to dissipation.

CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated that the magnitude of viscous
dissipation in the mantle can be comparable to chondritic
heating below the edges of the glacier of Laurentide extent
and/or below the center of the glacier. During the time interval
of maximal heating after deglaciation, the magnitude increases
approximately thirty times. The magnitude and the spatial
distribution of shear heating is extremely sensitive to the
choice of the time-forcing function because its jumps result in
heating maxima. The presence of the low-viscosity zone
enables focusing of energy into this layer. Glacial forcing need
not be the only source of external energy pumping in the
planetary system, e.g., tidal dissipation is known to play
a substantial role in the dynamics of Io (Moore, 2003). An
asteroid impact (Ward and Asphaug, 2003) could also generate
substantial dissipative heating inside the Earth.
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EARTH MODELS

  PREM
  viscosity model M1 …

isoviscous mantle,
elastic lithosphere

  viscosity model M2 …
lower-mantle viscosity hill,
elastic lithosphere

  viscosity model M3 …
lower-mantle viscosity hill,
a low-viscosity zone,
elastic lithosphere

LOADING

  paraboloid
  radius 15°, max. height 3500 m
  loading cycle of 100 kyr length
  loading history L1 ...

linear unloading 100 yr
  loading history L2 ...

linear unloading 1 kyr
  loading history L3 ...

linear unloading 10 kyr

SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF DISSIPATIVE HEATING φ
normalized with respect to the chondritic radiogenic heating of 3x10-9 W/m3

TIME EVOLUTION OF NORMALIZED
MAXIMAL LOCAL HEATING  max φ (t)

EQUIVALENT MANTLE HEAT FLOW qm(θ)  [mW/m2]

   peak values  values averaged in time

MOVIES ON THE WEB
http://www.msi.umn.edu/~lilli  … links to larry_movies
http://geo.mff.cuni.cz/~lh        … links to references
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 M2 ◄◄◄◄ ◄◄◄◄

 M3 ◄◄◄◄ ◄◄◄◄

 Model M1

solid, dashed and dotted lines for the L1, L2 and L3 loading history, respectively
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